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ABSTRACT
Mineralogical-textural analysis of a multi-layered plagioclase (Pl) + orthopyroxene/biotite (Opx/Bt)
vermicular microstructure around garnet from the Bolangir anorthosite massif is presented. X-ray
images demonstrate the garnet was zoned prior to decomposition, with Mg decreasing toward its rim,
and Mn, Ca, and XFe [= Fe/(Fe + Mg)] increasing. On decomposition, the Ca zonations in garnet were
truncated by the consuming garnet margin. By implication, the retreat velocity of the garnet margin
was faster than the diffusive velocity for Ca within the garnet. By contrast, the pre-decomposition Fe,
Mn, and Mg variations in garnet were considerably modiÞed adjacent to Opx + Pl, but were unafBt
fected adjacent to Bt + Pl intergrowths. In the corona, XOpx
Fe and XFe decrease toward garnet, whereas
the An content in associated Pl increases from An50 to An80-83. Thermo-barometry involving nearest
neighbor Opx, Grt, Pl, and Qtz indicate that the corona formed at 6.0 ± 1.0 kbar, 750 ± 50 °C. At the
isothermal-isobaric condition of decomposition, the compositional variation across the Bt + Pl corona
is explained best by the inward retreat of the garnet margin at a velocity faster than the fastest diffusing element (Fe, Mn). In zones where garnet decomposed to Opx + Pl, the velocity of the consuming
garnet margin was such that the intra-garnet Fe, Mn redistribution was aborted in transit.
The compositions and volume proportions of vermicular orthopyroxene and plagioclase in the
multi-layered corona are best approximated by the NCFMAS reaction Grtss + Pl1 (± Qtz) → Opx +
Pl2. The early formed/matrix plagioclase (Pl1) and inward-retreating garnet (Grtss) margin provided the
necessary components for successive Opx + Pl2 layers to grow at Grt-Pl1 interfaces. Tie-line topology
in ACFN space indicates Pl2 to be An-rich relative to Pl1. The mineralogical relations indicate the
CFMAS reaction, Grtss + Qtz → Opx + An, to be an inadequate analogue of the actual decomposition.
Consequently, to assume that the texture indicates near-isothermal decompression across the low-dP/dT
CFMAS reaction is possibly an oversimpliÞcation.

INTRODUCTION
To a practicing petrologist, the approach to reconstructing
P-T paths in rocks is to evolve a realistic strategy to coherently
link in a time frame the changing P-T conditions manifested by
mineralogical reactions. A “holistic” understanding of mineralogical reactions in multi-component systems, though desirable, is
difÞcult to realize in view of the complexity of the environment
and mechanism of reaction. Consequently, the emphasis has been
to simplify “messy” chemical systems into simpler subsystems.
It is fundamentally important to ask, however, if the extrapolation from a “holistic” to a “reduced” sub-system is a valid one
for decoding tectonic processes.
Corona textures provide an excellent opportunity to understand pathways of reaction progress, primarily because both the
reactant and product phases with their frozen-in compositions
are preserved (Fisher 1973; Whitney and McLelland 1973; Rivers and Mengel 1988; Johnson and Carlson 1990; Attoh 1998).
Multi-layered coronas are conceivably of two types: layers
may comprise identical minerals, albeit in different modes, but
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with radial variation in compositions of product phases; or the
coronal layers may be composed of dissimilar minerals. Joesten
(1977) and Ashworth and Sheplev (1997) considered the Þrst
set of multi-layered coronas to form simultaneously, whereas
sequential replacement of one set of simultaneously growing
layers by a different set through one or more transient states
adequately explain the second set of coronal textures (Johnson
and Carlson 1990; Carlson and Johnson 1991). The stabilization of coronal textures by intra- and inter-crystalline diffusive
transport of elements (Thompson 1959; Joesten 1977; Johnson
and Carlson 1990; Carlson 2002) may occur either at isothermalisobaric conditions (Johnson and Carlson 1990; Carlson 2002),
or by sequential subsolidus transformation over a range of P-T
conditions (cf., Attoh 1998).
In this context, orthopyroxene/clinopyroxene intergrown
with plagioclase in double-layered or multi-layered coronae
mantling embayed garnet in granulite-facies terrains poses an
intriguing problem. The model CFMAS reaction, garnetss +
quartz = anorthite + orthopyroxene/clinopyroxene is taken to
indicate isothermal or “near-isothermal” decompression (cf.,
Brodie 1995; Harley 1989), e.g., in the North China Craton
(Zhao et al. 1999, 2001), Eastern Ghats Belt (Dasgupta et al.

